**DISPATCH**

**CLASSIFICATION: SECRET**

**TO:** Chief of Station, Santo Domingo 10-10

**FROM:** Chief of Station, JNWAWE

**INFO:** Chief, WHD

**Chief, WH/C**

**SUBJECT:** OPS/TYPIC/ANNUG

Miguel Angel DESCHAMPS (DECANPS) Erickson, aka Miguel Angel ERICKSON

**ACTION REQUIRED:**

**REFERENCES:**

Action Required: For your information.

Reference: IDECA-4578, 3 April 1965

The photograph attached to Reference was shown to ANNUG/1 who could not recognize Subject. The photograph is being forwarded to Headquarters according to your request.

Philip G. ELMARD

**ATTACHMENT:**

- photo

**DISTRIBUTION:**

- 2 - [SDOM] w/o att 21-10
- 2 - C/WHD w/o att
- 2 - C/WHD w/att.

**DATE TYPED:** 14 Jun 1965

**DATE DISPATCHED:** 14-11-65

**DISPATCH SYMBOL AND NUMBER:** UFGA-22007

**HEADQUARTERS FILE NUMBER:** 19-6-102/4

**CLASSIFICATION:** SECRET

**CROSS REFERENCE TO:**

**SECRET**
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